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THE ANTICHRIST AND HIS PREDECESSORS 
»Do you think these bones will live again« 

 

 

JESUS: »I ask you, as the Lord asked Ezekiel, "Do you think these bones will live again?"« 

Like Ezekiel, I answer, »You know, LOVING FATHER, for I understand the meaning of the word "bones" 

when used to say "men" that is, I understand that JESUS is not asking me if the dead will rise again on 

the Last Day. This is Faith, and there is no question about it. But He is applying the term "bones" to this 

poor humanity at present, so entirely material and not at all SPIRITUAL. I understand this because, as I 

have already explained to you so many times, when GOD takes me so that I will be his spokesman, my 

intelligence is amplified and raised to a power far superior to that permitted to human beings. And I 

"see," "hear," and "understand" according to the SPIRIT. 

JESUS smiles because He sees I have understood his question and explains: 

"That's the way it is. Humanity is now nothing but bones, calcined, heavy, dead ruins sinking into the 

fetid furrows of vices and heresies. The Spirit no longer exists. The Spirit that is life in flesh and life in 

Eternity. The Spirit that is what differentiates man from animals. Man has killed himself in his best part. 

Is he a machine? Is he a beast? Is he a corpse? Yes, he is all of this. 

"A machine, for he goes through his day with the mechanical ness of a device that works because it 

must work by virtue of its parts set in motion, but does so without comprehending the beauty of what 

it is doing. Man, too, rises and goes to bed after having eaten, drunk, worked, strolled, and spoken 

without ever grasping the Beauty and ugliness of what he does. Simply because, deprived as he is of 

Spirit, he no longer distinguishes Beauty from ugliness or Good from evil. 

"He is a beast because he contents himself with sleeping, eating, and accumulating fat on his body and 

reserves in his lair, exactly like a beast that makes these operations its life goal and the joy of its 

existence, and justifies everything, selfishness and ferocity through this base and brutal law of the need 

to plunder so as to be sated. 

"He is a corpse because what enables a man to be called alive' is the presence of the Spirit in the flesh. 

When he breathes his last, man becomes a corpse. In reality, man at present is a corpse kept upright 

and in motion by the sorcery of mechanics or the devil. But he is a corpse. 

"Well then, I tell you, 'Behold, I will infuse the SPIRIT into you, dry bones, and you shall live again. I will 

make your nerves rise up again Upon you and your flesh grow again and your skin spread out again 

over you, and I will give you the Spirit and you shall live again and know that I am the HEAVENLY 

FATHER.' Yes, I will do this. The time shall come when I will have a people of the 'living' once more and 

not corpses. 



 

"In the meantime, behold that to the best ones, not dead, but reduced to skeletons for lack of Spiritual 

food, I give the nourishment of my word. I do not want your death by consumption. This is the 

substantial manna which gives you Strength with Sweetness. 

Oh, feed upon it, children of My Love and My Sacrifice! And why must I see that so many are hungry 

and there is so much food prepared for them by the SAVIOUR and it is not drawn upon for those who 

are hungry? Take nourishment, get to your feet, and come out of your graves. Come out of inertia, come 

out of the vices of the age, and come to knowledge, come to 'recognise' the MERCIFUL FATHER your 

GOD. 

"I told you at the beginning of this work and in the middle of this tragic wars and I repeat, 'This is one 

of the wars paving the way for the times of the Antichrist.' Then the era of the living spirit will come. 

Blessed are those who prepare to receive that age. 

"Do not say, 'We won't be here.' You Won't, not all of you will be here. But it is foolishness and a lack of 

charity to think only of oneself. Atheistic children are born of atheistic fathers. Lifeless children, of lifeless 

fathers. And they, your children and the children of your children, will greatly need Spiritual strength for 

that hour! At Heart the law of human Love is to provide for the good of one's children and grandchildren. 

Do not be inferior, as regards what is Spiritual, to what you are in regard to the things of this world, and 

as you give wealth to your children or endeavour to provide it so their days will be happier than yours, 

work to give them an inheritance of Spiritual Strength that they can develop and multiply in order to 

have an abundance when the hail storm of the world's and Lucifer's last battles scourges Humanity so 

fiercely that it will wonder whether Hell is not better. 

"Hell! Mankind will experience it. Afterwards, for those Faithful to the Spirit, Paradise shall come, the 

earth which is not earth shall come: THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN.« 

»We, The WORD and The SPIRIT, are still active 

thru LOVE, in order to save you« 

The HOLY SPIRIT Says: »I am the CONSOLER. I Console those who are demoralised by consternation and 

tortured by the present. I am the One who nurses and sweetens the bitterness of the Word that speaks 

the truth, which is quite bitter today. 

"On this day, which is the triumph of Charity, as Christmas is its highest manifestation, for Christmas is 

the beginning of the Redemption, which is Charity at work, whereas Easter is the fulfilled Redemption, 

the Victory of Life over Death, through Love sublimely elevated into voluntary holocaust to give you Life, 

and the act by which it was possible for Me to descend into you, resanctified by the Blood of GOD the 

SON, to reunite you to GOD the FATHER with the Charity without which GOD cannot be in you or you in 

GOD. I come to say to you, 'Go on Trusting.' Even if everything seems lost, Trust. Even if the abyss of Evil 

launches its demons forth to torture the Earth and fecundate it to beget the Antichrist and the abyss of 

the Heavens seems to close by the decree of the FATHER, from whom We proceed, We, the WORD and 

the SPIRIT, are still working and Loving to save and defend you. I as Charity and the Word as Charity, I 

as Sanctification and the Word as Redemption do not cease-the Latter, to pour forth the merits of My 

Blood, and the Former, the charisms of My Power for your Good. TRUST. Love has always won out.« 

»Science that denies GOD, opens the door to Antichrist« 

JESUS: »See, SOUL of MINE. There are few things which I condemn as severely as this element of 

rationalism, which deflowers and desecrates and kills Faith I say “FAITH” with a capital letters to express 

true, absolute, regal FAITH. I condemn it as my hired assassin. It is that very thing which kills Me in 

Hearts and which has prepared and prepares very sad times for the Spiritual Temple and the world. 

 



I have cursed other things. But I will curse none as I do this. It has been the seed from which many other 

poisonous doctrines have come. It has been the treacherous element opening the doors to the enemy. 

It has in fact opened the doors to Satan, who has never But it is said, “When the Son of Man comes, He 

will not find FAITH in HEARTS.” Rationalism thus does its work. I will do mine. 

BLESSED are those who, as they close the door to sin and the passions, are able to close the doors of the 

secret temple in the face of the science which negates, and live, alone with the Only One who is All, until 

the end. 

In truth I tell you that I will clasp to my HEART the unfortunate one who has committed a human crime 

and repents of it, provided he has always admitted that I can do all, but I will adopt a face of Justice for 

those who, on the basis of doctrinaire human science, deny the supernatural in the manifestations which 

I, the FATHER would like to give you. 

In regard to FATHER'S question on the final adversary, let us leave the Horror enveloped in the shadow 

of mystery. It is of no use to you to know certain things. Be good, and that's enough. Give your goodness 

beforehand, at once, for the purpose of abbreviating the duration of the monstrous reign over the race 

of Adam. 

The bestial sovereignty of the son of the Enemy “the son not of a carnal will,” but of the will of a soul 

that has reached the summit and the depth of identification with Satan − will be so cruel that every 

minute will be a day, every day will be a year, and every year will be a century for those living at that 

time. But for GOD every century is a thousandth of a second, since ETERNITY is a being in time whose 

extent is limitless. That horror will be so enormous that the darkness of the darkest night would be 

midday sun in comparison for the sons and daughters of men immersed therein. 

His name could be “Negation.” For he will deny GOD, deny Life, deny all. All, all, all. 

Do you think you are at that point? Oh, poor people! What you are living through is like distant 

rumblings of thunder. Then there will be a burst of lightning over your heads. Be Good. MY MERCY is 

upon you.« 

 

Maria Valtorta: The Antichrist and his Predecessors (page: 42 - 50) 


